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Effect of multiple scattering on transition radiation from a dynamic interface
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The effect of multiple scattering (long-range, small-angle elastic Coulomb collisions) on the radiation
field associated with transition radiation from a nonstationary plasmalike medium is addressed with the
help of a simple model. The model assumes a relativistic charged particle traversing a single medium
that is rapidly and abruptly changing its electromagnetic properties. An averaged diffusion tensor is cal-
culated relativistically to effectively approximate a diminished formation zone in the medium, the effect
of which on the differential radiation intensity and angular distribution of transition radiation is studied.
It is shown here that multiple scattering is more than a fine-tuning effect, in that it has a marked
enhancement effect on the differential yield over a wide and significant frequency range of the emitted
photons as well as an appreciable shifting and slowing down of the rapid fall of the maximum intensity
angular location over an equally significant angular range. It is suggested that one study the effect in an
implosion-explosion process of a laser-prepared medium. Implications to transition radiation from a
periodic medium and the more general process of transition scattering in nonlinear media are briefly dis-
cussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The processes of transition radiation and transition
scattering are phenomena of general scope and applica-
tions. There are processes of the acoustic as well as the
electrodynamic type. Applications have ranged from
studies of inhomogeneities in He II to celestial x-ray
sources and from transition-radiation based detectors of
high-energy charged particles to studies of transition
effects in plasmas and other nonlinear media. The pro-
cesses have received extensive attention by both theorists
and experimentalists since 1946 when G-inzberg and
Frank [1] first proposed and investigated the mechanism
of transition radiation. The interest has been strongly
stimulated by challenging and practical applications in
addition to the underlying fundamental physics of the
phenomenon.

Unlike Cerenkov emission (the optical emission of a
charge moving with a constant velocity larger than the
phase velocity of light in a medium) transition radiation
requires only a change in the parameter vn/e, where n is
the index of refraction. The simplest process satisfying
this condition is when a charge crosses the boundary of
vacuum and a medium. As such it is an emission process
associated with inhomogeneities (both spatial and tem-
poral) in the medium.

In the case of a relativistic charged particle crossing
the interface of two media of differing electromagnetic
properties the total radiation measured includes both
transition radiation as well as bremsstrahlung. Formal
treatments of such problems assume infinite particle tra-
jectories [2—4]. This assumption often leads to a degree
of arbitrariness when separating that portion of radiation
associated with transition radiation [5—8]. However,

effects such as multiple scattering can manifest them-
selves differently upon the competing mechanisms, thus
allowing for separation. It is known [5], for example,
that while multiple scattering acts to suppress brems-
strahlung, it actually enhances transition radiation. Ear-
lier treatments [9,10] of this problem, however, concen-
trated almost exclusively on the case of a static interface
between two media. To highlight the effect of multiple
scattering it becomes necessary to bring out and treat ex-
plicitly the dynamics in the problem.

This can be done by considering a nonstationary plas-
malike medium and assuming that over some characteris-
tic time and length the medium changes its electromag-
netic properties (dynamic interface) giving rise to transi-
tion quanta as relativistic charged particles pass through
this interface. In this article we model such a process. In
Sec. II we outline the derivation of a simple transition ra-
diation differential intensity formula in this dynamic-
interface picture for a plasmalike medium (e.g., electron
liquid in metals). In Sec. III we consider the effect of
multiple scattering on the differential intensity and derive
a modified intensity formula. In Sec. IV we proceed to
analyze this effect. We summarize the problem and our
results in Sec. V where we propose to study the effect in
an implosion-explosion process of a laser-prepared medi-
um and offer some concluding remarks emphasizing im-
plications to transition radiation from a periodic medium
and the more general process of transition scattering in
nonlinear media.

II. EMISSION DUE TO DYNAMIC INTERFACE

In our simple model we allow the plasrnalike medium
(with characteristic temperature T, charged-particle den-
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sity po, and dielectric permeability e) to expand freely and
isotropically with characteristic thermal expansion veloc-
ity PT. We further allow the medium to make a "jump, "
parametrized by an abrupt change in the value of e. This
jump is defined by a "transition zone" with a time scale
and size (b, t, bz). Due to the jump, a change in the pa-
rameter nP takes place, n being the index of refraction
and P the velocity of the traversing charged particle,
upon which, a formation zone appears and photons are
emitted [2]. (The formation zone is the distance along
the particle trajectory after which the separation between
the particle and the emitted photon is on the order of the
photon wavelength. ) This formation zone is character-
ized by (t, l ). Here we assume that spatial and tem-
poral dispersions can be neglected. This is the case when-
ever the transition zone is much smaller in time and size
than the formation zone [2]:
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(2.1)

where (Et', bzz) are the characteristic time and extent
over which frequency and spatial dispersions are
significant such that the concept of dielectric permeabili-
ty is not well defined. Equation (2.1) can be cast in one
compact form to read

(2.2)

where ~ is the medium plasma frequency
(e po/4vreom )' . The significance of 5, will be shown
in what follows. Given Eq. (2.2) we can apply the sharp,
static-interface expression for the differential radiation in-
tensity [5]:

8 (coc) (l, —/ ) (2.3)

where cu is the emitted photon frequency and 0 is the an-
gle this photon makes with the particle trajectory, to our
dynamic-interface picture. Equation (2.3) is for a two-
medium process where I, and I are the coherent lengths
in vacuum and medium, respectively, given by [5]

4c
(2.4)

where y is the Lorentz factor of the traversing particle.
In essence, l„and l determine the size of the formation
zone of the radiation field. The formalism is taken in the
relativistic limit neglecting multiple scattering the parti-
cle may suff'er during fiight [5].

To check Eq. (2.2), we plot in Fig. 1 contours of the
"dispersion parameter" 5, as functions of y and time
of jump At for our prepared medium at, e.g. , T =10 K
and po= 10' m, calculated in the center-of-mass frame
of the changing medium and the traversing particle. Be-
cause the radiation intensity drops rapidly beyond a
cutoff' frequency [5,11] [ye@„ in Eq. (2.3)], and peaks

FIG. 1. Contour plot of the "dispersion parameter" 6, as
functions of y and At calculated in the center-of-mass frame of
the changing medium and the traversing particle, at I9=y ' and
co —y Q)& .

dI„„=idI' +dIT e (2.5)

where dI T denotes the differential intensity due to tran-
sition from medium to transition zone given by Eq. (2.3)
and dIz-, from transition zone to vacuum. y is the phase
difference between the radiation fields emitted at the two
boundaries:

2hz
lT

(2.6)

sharply in the forward region at 0-y ', in Fig. 1 we
take 6I=y ' and co=yen . %e treat both ht and y as
free parameters in the model. On the basis of Fig. 1 we
choose ht to be -0.5 ps and @=10 corresponding to
6, on the order of 0.1, i.e., allowing us to neglect fre-
quency and spatial dispersions.

Although with this choice for b, t and y Eq. (2.3) be-
comes applicable to our model, it is, however, for 1

boundary. In our dynamic-interface picture the presence
of a transition zone means 2 boundaries. The first (in
time) appears between the expanding medium and the
transition zone, the second between the transition zone
and vacuum. Hence, at least a three-medium, two-
boundary expression is needed to implement a dynamic-
interface picture. (The extension from this to a periodic
medium, resonance transition radiation, and the more
general process of transition scattering will be briefly dis-
cussed in Sec. V.) We do this by assuming that no radia-
tion is absorbed and that the particle suffers no deflection
during passage through the transition zone (i.e., multiple
scattering is taken to be confined to the medium). This
allows us to add, taking into account the phase difference,
the two (due to two boundaries) radiation fields coherent-
ly. And since I„, 3„„where 3 is amplitude, the total
differential intensity is now written
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where lT is the coherent length in the transition zone
given by

—2+ @2+T= y
CO CO

2
(2.7)

(2.8)

It is readily seen that Eq. (2.8) reduces to Eq. (2.3) in the
limit b,z —+0 (note that /T~/, in that limit).

To calculate lT, we first calculate the mean charged-
particle density averaged over the size and duration of
the transition zone. To that end, we assume our medium
has an initial Gaussian distribution for the density [12]

r 2/r2
p(r;t =0)=poe

unfolding as
3
p —r2/r&(t)—r !r (t1

r'(t)

(2.9)

(2.10)

where r(t)=(ro+P Tt )
~ and P T=2I3PT. ro can be

chosen such that the medium is optically thin and in
thermal equilibrium with radiation; by requiring that the
bremsstrahlung energy loss rate is much smaller than the
black-body rate. For our medium this translates to
Tp ))3 X 10 m, which is the limit below which reab-
sorption of radiation must be taken into account. On the
basis of this criterion we take ro —10 m (the third and
last free parameter in the model). Averaging over the
transition zone then gives [13]

&7rp= —,'po(y +3y +y) ' erf(x) —xe (2.1 1)

for the mean charged-particle density where

y =pTAt Iro, x =pTD t Ir(t), and erf is an error function.
Given Eq. (2. 11) we can calculate the medium mean plas-
ma frequency during the transition zone in order to ap-
proximate the coherent length /T in that zone, which also
appears in the phase difference between the two radiation
fields [exponent in the last term of Eq. (2.8)]. Equation
(2.8) then gives the differential radiation intensity in the
case of a dynamic interface (three-medium, two-boundary
process), but includes no multiple scattering.

where co is the mean medium plasma frequency averaged
over the transition zone. Equation (2.6) is a manifesta-
tion of the formation zone effect [3]. Thus Eq. (2.3) now
becomes

lT —
lv —2/szyI

2

e (cue) (/ —l ) 1+ e
l l

zone by diminishing the coherent length I in the medi-
um [5,9,10]. Consequently, the "new" coherent length l'
will be smaller on scattering than in its absence, thus
enhancing the intensity of radiation [Eq. (2.8)]. In con-
trast, this diminishing of the coherent length distorts
significantly radiation characteristics from bremsstrah-
lung [S,10]. To quantify this statistically we assume un-
correlated (in position) near (within a Debye length) col-
lisions, allowing us (neglecting bremsstrahlung) to write

4cl' = ' y-'+e'+(e,')+
CO

(3.1)

where (e, ) is the mean square of the scattering angle
over the length l . From Eqs. (2.8) and (3.1) we see
[5,11] that a considerable contribution to the radiation
intensity comes from the radiation angles 0 up to
( ( e, ) )'~ . We can express the new coherent length l' in
terms of the old [13]as

l' =pl 1
l , (3.2)

1+ ( g2)( —2+g2+ 2 I 2) —1

((g2) )1/2 Qs 1 I p(~ ')
qo

(3.3)

where Qqo is the center-of-mass three-momentum and
(bp ) is the mean-square three-momentum transfer. In
terms of a characteristic deflection time tD and an aver-
age three-velocity change per unit time (hp), (b,p) can
be written as

&bp&=my, t &bp), (3.4)

with y, being the center-of-mass Lorentz factor.
( b,P) gives a measure of the field strength. In a coordi-
nate system where components parallel to p are horizon-
tal components and those perpendicular to p are vertical,
the diffusion tensor is diagonal [14]:

(~p'„) 0

with the dimensionless parameter g describing the degree
of withdrawnness from the formation zone. In the limit
(e, )~0, g~ 1. In the following we give a prescription
to estimate q.

To calculate (e, ) we look at the traversing particle
and an average medium particle interacting in their
center-of-mass frame (the following prescription takes
both particles to be electrons) and treat that relativisiti-
cally as an elastic binary collision. Upon each typical
collision, the traversing particle is deflected from its orig-
inal trajectory by the angle (( e, ) )'~, which can be writ-
ten as

III. EFFECT OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING &~p, ~p, &= —,'(~p', ) (3.&)

Next, we consider the effect of multiple scattering on
the radiation field. By multiple scattering, here we mean
multiple long-range, small-angle elastic Coulomb col-
lisions between the particles of the medium and the
traversing particle. Such collisions will act in such a way
to withdraw the traversing particle from the formation

—,
'

& ap', &

(~p'& =(my, .tD)'(& ~p'„)+ & ~p', & ),
where tDis now given by

(3.6)

In terms of the diagonal elements, ( hp2 ) is now written
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2
c.m (3.7)
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(3.8)

The diffusion tensor is now calculated assuming spheri-
cally symmetric velocity and space-charge distributions
in configuration and momentum space, respectively, e.g.,
a Maxwellian distribution for the medium particles:

3/2 0.90

c.m.
(3.9)

where k is Boltzmann's constant and p is the typical
medium-particle velocity; this assumption allows us to in-
tegrate over all medium particles. Performing such in-
tegration [14] leads to the following expressions for the
diagonal terms:
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(AP ) = [erf(g) —Q(g)],
c.m.

where AD is the diffusion constant given by

4

pol A,
2~rom

and A is defined by

mA, Dp,
A =2~so

e

(3.10)

(3.1 1)

(3.12)

FICs. 2. Angle-integrated (rl)II (parametrizing the degree of
withdrawnness from the formation zone) as a function of the
frequency of the emitted photon.

with l' defined by Eq. (3.2). Hence Eq. (3.14) describes
the radiation intensity in the case of a dynamic-interface
including a diminished formation zone due to multiple
scattering. Next we apply the above prescription to
study the effect of a diminished formation zone on the
differential radiation intensity and angular distribution of
transition radiation from a dynamic interface.

Q(g) =
~

derf(g)
d (3.13)

where AD is the Debye length (4rreokT/e po)'~, and

p, is the center-of-mass velocity. Here we take the typ-
ical collision with an impact parameter equal to XD. The
function 0 in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) is defined in terms of
the error function as

IV. RESULTS

Before analyzing the effect on the intensity and angular
distribution it helps to first isolate the parameter g that
parametrizes the diminished formation zone and look at
its dependence on the angle and frequency of the emitted
photon in the laboratory frame. Plotted in Fig. 2 is the

The argument of both 0 and the error function
g=&m/2kTP, is, of course, the same dimensionless
quantity appearing in the Maxwellian distribution since it
is the symmetry and kernel of the distribution that al-
lowed us to calculate (on the average) the diffusion tensor
in a simple and straightforward fashion [14].

Equations (3.3)—(3.13) offer a simple prescription to es-
timate the root mean square of the scattering angle in the
center-of-mass frame using an averaged diffusion tensor
to estimate the dynamical friction the traversing particle
experiences due to its interactions with the medium parti-
cles. Once this angle is transformed to the laboratory
frame it gives a measure [Eq. (3.2)] of the degree of with-
drawnness from the formation zone. Equation (2.8) is
now written

d I 2 lT l, —2I Sz/t
2
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FIG. 3. Frequency-integrated (i) ) as a function of the angle
of the emitted photon.
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angle-integrated ( rt ) tI [= f 0 d 8g( to, 8) /2m. ] versus the
frequency of the emitted photon. The integration is done
numerically using Gaussian quadrature. We see that g
begins to deviate from unity (paremetrizing a nondimin-
ished formation zone) for frequencies above a threshold
frequency 1/y 'At T.he effect is a smooth and paramet-
ric function of frequency over the wide range
(1/y 'b, t, yco~ ) It appears to saturate and persist for fre-
quencies above ym, not inconsistent with earlier qualita-
tive assessments on the effect of multiple scattering
[9—ll]. As for rt's angular dependence, in Fig. 3 we plot
the frequency-integrated (q)„[=f 0 'dcog(~, 8)/y~~]
versus the photon angle. For angles below and up to
y ', g is far from unity indicating strong diminishing
effect on the formation zone. Over the range
(y ', ((8, ))' ) the same smooth parametric behavior is
seen as in the frequency dependence. Thus Figs. 2 and 3
suggest a diminishing effect on the formation zone due to
multiple scattering over the frequency range (1/
y 'bt, yco~) and the angular range (y ', ((8, ))'~ )
should be evident, i.e., forward emission for frequencies
above yen .

With this in mind, we plot in Fig. 4 the differential in-
tensity versus frequency. The dashed curve is calculated
for the case g=1, while the solid curve is with g as
defined by Eq. (3.2) and depicted by Fig. 2. As Fig. 2 sug-
gested earlier, we see here a diminished formation zone
beginning to affect the intensity for frequencies at and
above y(1/y 'b, t)=y /bt. At and beyond the cutoff
frequency of yco, the dashed curve begins to follow a
logarithmic-law dependence, whereas the solid curve ap-
pears to drop much slower and saturate. (The saturation
much beyond yes here is an artifact resulting from the
energy consideration in g. Once a properly normalized g
is derived, the solid curve is expected to drop very rapid-
ly at frequencies still, however, above yB~.) With regard
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FIG. 5. Differential radiation intensity vs angle of the emit-
ted photon. Dashed and solid curves are as described in Fig. 4
and Sec. IV.

to the angular distribution, plotted in Fig. 5 is the
differential yield versus angle of the emitted photon. The
dashed curve again is calculated for the case g=1 and
the solid curve is with g as defined by Eq. (3.2). Similar-
ly, we see here what Fig. 3 earlier suggested for the range
(y ', ( ( 8, ) )

'
) over which the effect of a diminished

formation zone is evident. Over this range, we see that a
diminished formation zone manifests itself in a slower fall
of the maximum intensity as 0 grows in addition to the
shifting of the location of this maximum towards the
right on the order of y '. [The enhancement of the yield
for angles much above ((8, ))'~ is again due to the nor-
malization of rt. ]
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FIG. 4. Differential radiation intensity, Eq. (3.14), vs fre-
quency of the emitted photon. Dashed curve is for the case
g = 1 and solid curve is for g calculated using Eq. (3.2).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To summarize, a simple model has been presented to
model emission of photons due to transition radiation
from a dynamic interface. In this model, the plasmalike
medium is allowed to expand and make a jump in its elec-
tromagnetic properties over a characteristic time and
length; transition zone. We approximate and para-
metrize a diminished formation zone due to multiple
scattering the traversing particle experiences over the
coherent length in the medium. Treating the collisions as
relativistic elastic binary (electron-electron in this model)
collisions, an averaged diffusion tensor is calculated to es-
timate the mean scattering angle. This angle is in turn
used in the parametrization of the diminished formation
zone. We apply this model to study the effect of this di-
minishing on the intensity and angular distribution of
transition radiation from a dynamic interface.

We find that multiple scattering tends to enhance
the differential intensity over the frequency range
(1/y 'b t, yco„) and extending beyond the cutoff frequen-
cy yen . Also, we find multiple scattering to tend to slow
down the rapid fall of the maximum intensity at 0-y
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shifting the location of the maximum on the order of y
and enhancing the intensity over the angular range
(y ', ((0, ) )' ). In that, the effect of multiple scattering
on transition radiation studied here in the context of a
dynamic-interface model is shown to be more than a
fine-tuning effect. It has been shown to have a marked
enhancement effect on the differential yield over a wide
and significant frequency range of the emitted photons as
well as an appreciable shifting and slowing down of the
rapid fall of the maximum intensity angular location over
an equally significant angular range (forward emission for
frequencies above yen~).

We propose that the effect can be studied in an
implosion-explosion process of a laser-prepared medium
[15]. Temperatures on the order of 10 K and densities
on the order of 10 m are not atypical in such process-
es. More importantly, time scales on the order of ps have
been achieved [15]. Under such conditions, an electron
beam with the right energy can be used to probe the sud-
den change in the electromagnetic properties of the ex-
ploding medium. Study of the photon emission and an-
gular distribution associated with transition radiation
(with its characteristic cutoff frequency and angular peak)
should elucidate the signatures of the effect (forward
emission above the cutoff frequency).

We believe that this effect not only is of significance for
the simpler processes of medium-vacuum or medium-
medium transitions, but also to the more involved pro-
cesses of transition radiation from a periodic medium
(resonance transition radiation) and transition scattering
and transition effects in nonlinear media. To give but an
example of such implications on the latter cases, consider

first transition radiation in the presence of periodicity
(which is the next step from our dynamic-interface pic-
ture). This periodicity leads to resonance effects as fields
are coherently added at the various interfaces. Multiple
scattering in this case is sure to play an important part
since its contribution to the intensity (forward region), for
example, clearly differentiates it from the nonlocalized
emission associated with permeability waves in a periodic
medium. With regard to the more general process of
transition scattering in a plasma, for example, interfer-
ence between transition scattering and Thomson scatter-
ing is of importance. And since transition radiation in a
periodic medium may be regarded as transition scattering
[2], multiple scattering in this case may play a role since
the total scattering cross section includes both Thomson
and transition scattering as well as their interference,
which can be affected by multiple scattering. And since
the nonlinear Landau damping depends on this total
cross section [16], the role of multiple scattering may not
be of insignificance to the study of transition effects in
nonlinear media.
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